Role of internal water molecules in bacteriorhodopsin.
Internal water molecules are considered to play a crucial role in the functional processes of proton pump proteins. They may participate in hydrogen-bonding networks inside proteins that constitute proton pathways. In addition, they could participate in the switch reaction by mediating an essential proton transfer at the active site. Nevertheless, little has been known about the structure and function of internal water molecules in such proteins. Recent progress in infrared spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography provided new information on water molecules inside bacteriorhodopsin, the light-driven proton pump. The accumulated knowledge on bacteriorhodopsin in the last decade of the 20th century will lead to a realistic picture of internal water molecules at work in the 21st century. In this review, I describe how the role of water molecules has been studied in bacteriorhodopsin, and what should be known about the role of water molecules in the future.